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ALFAJORES
These buttery biscuits are traditionally 
eaten around Christmas-time in Spain 
and parts of Latin America – but they’re 
absolutely delicious any time of year.

7 5  MINS 
PREP
8  TO 10 
MINS 
COOKING

INGREDIENTS
300g plain flour
200g butter
1 egg
100g sugar
Dulce de leche
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Put the plain our in a bowl and make  
a small hole in the centre. 
Add your room-temperature butter, 
egg and sugar to the bowl in the hole 
you’ve made. Use a fork and light mixing 
movements to gently combine the 
ingredients into a soft dough.
Rest dough in the fridge for two hours.
On a our-sprinkled table, use a rolling 
pin dusted with our to gently roll the 
dough out as thinly as possible.
Use a small glass to press out rounds of 
your dough and place on a baking tray.
Cook them in an oven at °C for  
minutes or until dark beige.
Allow to cool and then sandwich two 
together with dulce de leche.

PICTURE BOOKS IN WINTER 

Summer fading, winter comes—  
Frosty mornings, tingling thumbs  
Window robins, winter rooks,  
And the picture story-books. 

Water now is turned to stone  
Nurse and I can walk upon;  
Still we nd the owing brooks  
In the picture story-books. 

All the pretty things put by,  
Wait upon the children’s eye,  
Sheep and shepherds, trees and crooks,  
In the picture story-books. 

We may see how all things are,  
Seas and cities, near and far,  
And the ying fairies’ looks,  
In the picture story-books. 

How am I to sing your praise,  
Happy chimney-corner days,  
Sitting safe in nursery nooks,  
Reading picture story-books?

— Robert Louis Stevenson

We're big believers in the power of play – and it's 
never been more necessary than it is now.

We're sharing all these activities from our book, The Nature of Play: A 
handbook of nature-based activities for all seasons, as free printable 
activities to explore at home. And whether you're remaining indoors or 
not, they offer a chance to slow down, connect once more with the world 
outside, and lose yourself in your imagination.

Like all the activities in The Nature of Play, they're simple, seasonal, 
require little more than cu-riosity, and provide a precious few minutes of 
calm enjoyment for children (and brief respite for adults!).

Please enjoy, share – and show us your wonderful creations on Instagram 
(@fannyandalexander).
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towards the back, positioning it so that  
it stands up by itself. Repeat until you  
have a back row, then glue in a new row  
of trees a few inches further forward  
(see Fig. ). It creates a lovely D e ect.
Dollhouse-style : This is where you use 
your space as a room and furnish it how 
you like. Making the furniture is the 
fun part – matchsticks can be glued 
together to build bed frames, chairs and 
tables and matchboxes can be stacked 
to form drawers. Egg cartons can be 
cut to build sofas and armchairs, and 
lollipop sticks can be used to make 
fridges, wardrobes – or anything you 
like! Sew or glue pieces of fabric to 
create pillows, blankets and rugs.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
Although they’re beloved by many 
children, dollhouses were actually 
invented for adults. The earliest 
dollhouses were called ‘cabinet houses’ 
and were created as status symbols 
for wealthy Dutch, German and English 
aristocracy. Later on, the ‘baby house’ 
was created for children. They were 
perfect, scaled-down replicas of the 
family homes they lived in, and they 
were used to teach daughters how to 
run their future households. Luckily 
for you, yours is purely for fun!

DEAR GROWN UPS
As you have read, dollhouses weren’t 
always the theatres for children’s imagi-
nations that they are today. But that’s 
what makes them such enduringly 
magical things – they’re kingdoms over 
which children have complete dominion. 
They can explore alternative realities, 
inhabit others’ points of view, replay 
real scenarios with di erent outcomes – 
using their imaginations to develop the 
social skills that help them to navigate 
the real world. 

DOLLHOUSES WEREN’T ALWAYS 
THE THEATRES FOR CHILDREN’S 
IMAGINATIONS THAT THEY ARE 
TODAY…
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